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How did we get here?
Early footage of the rise of the 
automobile in NYC (Contested 
Streets)
• http://vimeo.com/26396887
• 3:25-3:38  205-218
• 4:24-4:56 264-296
• 8:00-8:57 480-537



































Things are beginning to change


The role of advocacy
49

What do we do?





1. Convince government to do it
2. Provide technical assistance
























Design manual flexibility: YES
• “The intent of this policy is to provide 
guidance to the designer by referencing 
a recommended range of values…  
• Sufficient flexibility is permitted to 











Boston Tries to Shed Longtime 
Reputation as Cyclists’ Minefield 








Do nothing C C
Add bicycle lanes F D
Technical traffic analysis 
Boston Globe, Feb 10, 2009
“BU bridge plans could 
spur road rage; Some fear 











• CHILDREN GO TO SCHOOL VIDEO?
88
“You cannot solve a 
problem from the 
same consciousness 
that created it. You 
must learn to see the 
world anew.”
